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Publisher’s Corner
Chuck Weinstock
Welcome to the seventh issue The Intel-
ligent Gambler. Whether your game is
poker, craps, blackjack, video poker, or
handicapping, this issue has something
for you.

Mason Malmuth starts off answering the
question “Which game is best for a seri-
ous player: seven-card stud or hold’em?”
The answer might surprise you.

Ken Elliott which discusses the “Put” bet
in craps. Arnold Snyder wonders if it’s
legal to think in casinos, while Bob
Dancer’s article asks if it is worth it to
learn how to play video poker perfectly?

Card Player regular Lou Krieger makes
his IG debut discussing six keys to
becoming a better poker player. And
Abdul Jalib M’hall discusses camouflage
in blackjack.

We also have excerpts from two new
books: No-Limit by John L. Smith, and
Gambling for a Living by David Sklan-
sky and Mason Malmuth.
1997 World Series of Poker
Our Internet coverage of the World
Series of Poker was much more exten-
sive than in previous years thanks to yeo-
man’s effort by Tom Sims. Tom record
the play-by-play for each of the final
tables. If you haven’t had a chance to
look at the results of Tom’s effort, you
might want to take the time to do so at
URL http://www.conjelco.com/wsop/.

Stu Ungar was the winner of the $10,000
buy-in, championship event. This is the
third time that Stu has won it.

Several IG readers played in events.
Team ConJelCo (myself and Nolan
Dalla) busted out about halfway through
the Press Invitational, which was eventu-
ally won by Stuart Reuben, co-author
(with Bob Ciaffone) of the new book
Pot-Limit and No-Limit Poker.

Blackjack Trainer
Oops! Although we thought it would be
available by now, version 3.0 of our pop
ular Blackjack Trainer is not yet ready. 
expect that we’ll be able to announc
availability in the next issue of The Intel-
ligent Gambler. We’re sorry we jumped
the gun and will try not to do so in the
future.

Distribution of this Issue
As an experiment to cut costs we ar
switching to Internet distribution of this
issue of The Intelligent Gambler. Those
customers who we believe have access
the Internet are being sent a post ca
telling them that the issue is available
and where to get it. (See http://www.con
jelco.com/ig.html if you have access an
did not get the post card.) Internet cus
tomers (along with those of you withou
Internet access) will still have the option
of getting IG through the mail.

There are two key advantages to recei
ing the Internet version. The first is that 
will be available over the Internet the da
that the hard copy goes to the printe
Those receiving it through the mail will
see it as much as a month after those 
the Internet. The second reason is tha
because we are not space limited, w
may sometimes be able to expand on st
ries in the Internet version.

If you received this issue through th
mail and would just as soon read 
online, please contact us at orders@con-
jelco.com. Conversely, let us know if you
are reading this on the Internet an
would like a hard copy.

Regular readers will have noticed tha
this issue of The Intelligent Gambler is
arriving a little later than usual. We try to
publish on a May/November schedul
but this year the coverage of the Worl
Series of Poker put us weeks behind ge
ting this issue out to you. We hope tha
you find it worth the wait.
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Stud or Hold’em?
Mason Malmuth
IG: You're a new player and you hav
decided to become fairly serious abou
poker. So should you try to concentrat
on seven-card stud or hold'em poker?

MM: The answer is fairly complicated
and it's actually an interesting question
First, you need to realize that in certai
areas of the country and certain car
rooms you don't have a choice. Specifi
cally, if you lived in the San Diego area
near San Jose, up in Washington, 
probably in some areas throughout Mis
sissippi where the river boats are, yo
essential have to play hold'em. On th
other hand if you are in Las Vegas, Lo
Angeles, or on the East Coast - Atlanti
City and Connecticut, you have a choice

Let's try to look at that. We'll look at
three different situations. So I can orga
nize my thoughts a little bit, lets say you
have a bank roll to play middle limit
games. We can use $20-$40 as a mod
game.

I believe that if all things are equal, the
expert $20-$40 stud player can actual
win a little bit more than the expert $20
$40 hold'em player. The reason for that 
that there is more information available
to the player in stud. It's not that there a
five betting rounds versus four betting
rounds, it is that there are more up card
and also the fact that depending on th
situation stud hands tend to change val
more than hold’em hands. So this allow
the stud experts to win a little bit more
money than the hold’em experts. Again
this assumes that everything is equal.
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But when I say that everything is equal, 
mean that the caliber of your competitio
is the about the same. However, what I s
in the cards rooms in the west that offe
both games, the hold’em games right no
seem to be a little bit better. It seems lik
more new players who are playing poorl
are coming into hold’em than into stud.

The one exception to this I think would b
maybe the Commerce Club in California
The stud games there seem to be just 
good as the hold’em games. I'm not sure
this also holds true at the other super clu
in LA. I'm not there enough to know.

On the East Coast I don't know whethe
the hold’em games are better or not, b
since stud is more predominant out there
probably doesn't matter. But anyway 
would say it's a very close decision if yo
are a middle limit player.

Now lets suppose you're a small limi
player. You only have the bank roll to play
at the small limits. Now the choice is
clearly hold’em and there is a reason fo
this. It is simply that small limit stud is not
stud, its actually a different game. Rea
stud essentially begins at the $15-$3
level. The reason for that is at the $15-$3
level the ante is now large enough that yo
begin to play stud correctly. What tha
means is that you're constantly evaluatin
and re-evaluating your hands, and tryin
to knock people out. At small limit stud,
because the ante is so small, it becom
more of a trap game which isn't the wa
stud is normally played.

I know a lot of your readers probably pla
small limit stud and I see questions from
players on the Internet who play sma
limit stud, and they probably won't like
hearing this, but the reality is they're no
playing seven-card stud. They're playing
game that looks like seven-card stud, but
really doesn't require seven stud skills
And since most small limit players want to
become successful and play higher the
should be playing hold’em.

You might say that at hold’em the sma
limit games play a lot differently from the
higher limits in the sense that a lot of sma
limit games have many players playing to
many hands and going too far with the
hands. But the reality is that even whe
that's the case you still essentially use th
same concepts to make your decisions. I
just that these concepts lead you to ma
completely different decisions.

A simple example of this would be:
“When do you play small pairs in an earl
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position?” Well, if you're in a game where
a lot of people are playing too many hand
and going too far with their hands you ce
tainly want to play all small pairs, even up
front. If you're in a game where that's no
the case you don't play them. So you'
using the same concept to make that de
sion. It's just in the higher limit game
where the play might be tighter, you woul
play your hand differently. In this example
you would throw it away as opposed t
playing it. In small limit stud you use a dif-
ferent set of concepts to make your dec
sion. So if you're a small limit player I
would recommend that you play hold’em
and not play stud.

Now suppose you have the bank roll t
play much higher limits, well a very inter-
esting thing happens in poker in genera
For poker to be successful you need 
proper balance of luck and skill. The on
thing that clearly happens as you move u
in limits is the regular players get bette
This is because it's usually the success
players who move up. But live ones tend t
be live ones and tourists tend to be touris
and what this means is that at high lim
stud (and let's use $75-$150 as a mod
game) you have some of the best pok
players in the world sitting at these table
and yet they're up against the same kind 
live ones and tourists who play in the
lower-limit games.

So why don't they wipe out these players
Well the reality, I believe, is if you take the
best $75-$150 stud players and you p
them in the $15-$30 limits the $15-$30
limits would just simply disappear
because these people play so well.

But yet the $75-$150 games seem 
thrive. Well there is a reason for this, th
reason is simply that the ante is propo
tionally larger at $75-$150. At $15-$30
stud you have a $2 ante, at $75-$150 yo
have a $15 dollar ante which is the equiv
alent of having a $3 dollar ante at $15-$3
stud. And essentially what it does is 
takes these super great players and han
caps them and that helps keep the balan
of luck and skill intact. 

Now the best players at $75-$150 stu
obviously do quite well. The best player
at high limit hold’em don't do very well
because they wipe out their opposition s
fast that the games don't thrive.

Right now here in Las Vegas and Lo
Angeles there are some fairly good $40
$80 games. The $40-$80 game here in L
Vegas is sporadically good, the $40-$8
Intelligent Gambler 2
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game in LA seems to be fairly good on 
consistent basis. And I know there ar
other big hold’em games here and there 
times, but generally, when you get abov
that limit at hold’em the game either jus
doesn't last, or when it is spread it is ju
not very good.

The stud high limit games are consistent
good on a day in and day out basis. And
believe it's because the balance of luck a
skill is kept intact by the progressively
higher ante. So if you're interested in play
ing high limit poker, the answer is you
want to be a stud player. If you're inter
ested in playing middle limit poker, it's
either hold’em or it's a close decision
depending on where your card room 
located. And if you're interested in playing
low limit poker, I would recommend you
play hold’em.

IG: I have a couple of questions as a follo
on to that. The first is if mid-limit stud had
a proportionally higher ante, then it would
play identical to high limit stud. Is that one
of the things to take away from this?

MM: Well the answer to that is yes and no
It would play identical to high limit stud
providing the best $15-$30 limit stud play
ers were as skilled as the high limit stu
players, but they're not. At the $15-$3
game you still make a fair amount of profi
by playing a big pair against a smaller pai
It's still not correct to automatically play
smaller pairs in high limit stud, but
because of the larger ante, it's frequent
right for the smaller pair to play, especiall
if there is some chance the person repr
senting the bigger pair doesn't have it.

So the emphasis in higher limit stud i
more on play later in the hand than it is o
play earlier in the hand even though thir
street is still the most important decision
And that's one area these really great pla
ers excel at. So I guess the answer is pro
ably not. If they went to the same ant
structure at $15-$30 as they did at $75
$150 the game would become too muc
luck oriented because the best players ju
aren't good enough.

IG: Is there a way that the low limit stud
game could be changed to make it less 
a crap shoot?

MM: The low limit stud game is not a crap
shoot. It's essentially the opposite of tha
It's a game of trapping. It's a game of ge
ting a good hand and trapping the touri
who will play anything. So the way you
would change that is you would add a
ante to it, but then again to me real stu
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begins at $15-$30. $10-$20 and below th
ante is not large enough for many of th
real stud concepts to come into play. 

Mason Malmuth is a regular contributor
to the Intelligent Gambler. An excerp
from his new book, Gambling for a Living,
can be found later in this issue.

Making a “Put” Bet
Ken Elliott
Several casinos in Atlantic City, and else
where offer a bet known as a “put” bet. A
put bet is placing a base bet on a numb
and taking a certain number of “odds” o
that bet, without having to have the
shooter roll that number to get the base b
out there (as you do with a come bet). F
instance, I could “put” the 6 for $5 + $25
odds (which is what you'd tell the deale
assuming that 5x odds were allowed o
put bets), and if a 6 rolled before a 7 I'd g
paid 1:1 on the $5 and 6:5 on my odds.

People seem to like this bet for a numb
of reasons. Being able to get “true odds
on the odds portion of the wager seems 
offset the even-money disadvantage of th
base bet, making it seem better than a co
responding place or buy bet. Others lik
the fact that they get to “pick” their num-
ber with a put bet where, with a come be
they have to go through the come box an
the number has to “hit twice” (this is actu
ally a myth; after the bet is made, the num
ber only has to hit once. It doesn’t hel
you if you’ve got a favorite number you
like to bet, though) in order to pay off.

So is a put bet better than a come or pla
bet on the same number? The answer is
it depends. The table compares a put b
(p.c.-wise) with the place bets (buy for th
4 and 10, since that what everyone do
anyway because the p.c. for a 4,10 pla
bet is outrageous) and come bets. Th
numbers in the table represent the hou
p.c. for each of the bets. As you can se
the p.c. on the put bet will change accord
ing to the amount of odds you’re allowed
to take because the house is paying “tru
odds” on that portion of your bet, so
they’re making all of their money on your
base bet. However, you can also see th
the come bet has the same property a

4 and 10

Odds Put Come

1x 16.6% .848%

2x 11.1% .606%

5x 5.56% .326%

7x 4.16% .250%

10x 3.03% .184%
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additionally you “get” to go through the
come box. I use that phrase because go
through the come box is actually some
thing to your advantage (there are 
“instant winners” and only 4 “instant los-
ers”), which reduces the house edge o
that base bet once it gets up to a com
point. This is why the put bet is never be
ter than a corresponding come be
although as I mentioned above, you don
get to “pick” your numbers with come bets
the same way you do with place or pu
bets.

There are, however, some circumstanc
when the put bet is better than a corre-
sponding place (buy) bet. In order to reac
that, you have to get to a point where th
amount of odds you’re allowed to take off
sets your disadvantage on that base b
This point is delineated by shading in th
table above: for the 4 and 10 it’s at 6
odds, 5,9 at 4x odds, and 6,8 at 5x odds
er
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To wrap up the discussion, then, if yo
normally make come bets there’s n
advantage in switching to put bets. How
ever, if you normally make large place
bets, the put bet (if offered) may give yo
more bang for your buck. If the casino
doesn't offer at least 5x odds on the p
bet, though, it looks like you'll be bette
off staying away from it.

Ken Elliott’s CrapSim Professional is the
most complete simulation of casino crap
available today.

Only at Vegas World
John L. Smith
The following is an excerpt from John
Smith’s new book No-Limit: The Rise and
Fall of Bob Stupak and Las Vegas’ Strato
sphere Tower. ©1997, Huntington Press.
With a casino set smack on the edge of
rough neighborhood along a section of La
Vegas Boulevard that no one but Stupa
called the Strip, the vicar of Vegas World
was forced to constantly promote hi
place, face, and games. He touted hims
as a gutsy gambling innovator. Earl
advertisements for Vegas World showed
caricature of Stupak shouting the incred
ble gambling deals available only at hi
casino. The ads called attention to h
Intelligent Gambler 3
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sense of humor as well as his hustler
heart.

INTRODUCING POLISH ROULETTE!
WE LOSE MONEY ON EVERY SPIN, BUT WE

HOPE TO MAKE IT UP IN VOLUME.
NO ZEROS

Las Vegas casinos have seldom let th
truth get in the way of a good sales pitch
and Stupak’s strategy was part of the gre
tradition.

BLACKJACK AS YOU’VE NEVER PLAYED IT
BEFORE!
SEE THE DEALER’S HOLE CARD

PLAY DOUBLE EXPOSURE “21”
BOTH DEALER’S CARDS

DEALT FACE UP!

Stupak’s newfangled blackjack seemed s
easy to play, it was hard to imagine how
anyone could lose.

“How often have you wished you knew the
dealer’s hole card?” the ad asked. “How
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often have you had a 13, 14, or 15 and h
and busted when the dealer had a 10-cou
card turned up? Then the dealer turne
over a 5 or 6, hit it, and busted too. Yo
could have won if you had known his hol
card.

“Now, for the first time you can play 21
and see both of the dealer’s cards. Bo
dealer’s cards are dealt face up. You kno
exactly what the dealer has before yo
decide what to do yourself. Stand, hi
double, split, etc. It’s all new! It’s fun, and
it’s only at Vegas World!”

The newspaper ad was marred by som
graffiti next to Stupak’s image that read
“He’s Polish.” Someone in the newspape
ad department had attempted to play 
practical joke on Stupak, who initially was
peeved but quickly grew to incorporate 
into the act.

“I said, ‘Well, geez, this is great. It looks
like it just ties in with the game, given its
personalized Stupak way, you know.’ S
from that time on, for the next few years
everything I ever did had Bob Stupak with
little black hearts saying: ‘He’s Polish,’
with the ‘s’ backwards.

“And I was always considered a maveric
with these special games, so one da
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somebody wrote something in the pape
and they referred to me as the Polish Ma
erick, putting the two things together. 
sort of liked that handle, too. And I use
that for a few years.

“Double Exposure was an immediate suc
cess. Every day broke a record from th
previous days. Then I started advertisin
on billboards, in the in-flight magazines-in
every place that I could legally advertis
the game. After two years, I just had a
absolute marvelous run. No other majo
casinos put it in.”

The advertisement, of course, failed t
mention that the trade-off for viewing the
dealer’s hole card was that pushes, or tie
went to the house instead of the usu
return of the wager to the player, but tha
was a minor detail the player would accep
after he had placed his bets and taken h
chances. In addition, a player’s natura
two-card 21 won even money, instead o
the industry-wide 3-to-2, and players wer
not allowed to double down or split cards
Double Exposure 21 played as it was 
Vegas World gave the house a .5-perce
edge-which was about the same as t
usual advantage cooked into the gam
through regular house rules-but only if th
player played Double Exposure basi
strategy flawlessly. A player with a loose
strategy faced even steeper odds, a
almost everyone who tried this new gam
made mistakes. Despite the obvious disa
vantages, blackjack fans flocked to Vega
World for the opportunity to look at the
dealer’s cards.

Double Exposure lured the player
through the door and the wonders of Vega
World did the rest.

Stupak’s Experto 21 game, in which a sin
gle deck was dealt down to the last car
gave Vegas World a 2.3 percent advanta
over basic-strategy players, but the plo
was successful in attracting card counte
as well as the curious.

By counting the cards, or keeping 
weighted average of the ratio of high card
to low cards that have been dealt, th
skilled player improves his odds of bea
ing the house as the deck diminishes. T
tradeoff in Experto: a blackjack, which
normally pays 3-to-2, pays even money.

Experto 21 was an honest game, if n
exactly a square deal for the averag
player. The uninitiated would be attracte
to a single deck dealt all the way throug
and might not realize that the even-mone
adjustment for blackjack put even th
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experienced basic-strategy player at 
minimum 2.3 percent disadvantage. Sta
dard single-deck 21 deals to a nearly fl
house advantage.

It’s something California card counte
Alan Brown was thinking about as he too
a seat at the Experto table and began wo
ing the deck. Brown, a U.S. Department o
Defense engineer, had been making wee
end runs to Las Vegas as a serious blac
jack player for a little more than a yea
when he stumbled upon Stupak’s intrigu
ing proposition.
Playing with an uninterrupted deck is
every counter’s dream, but he proceede
cautiously. Even after only a year of visit
ing Las Vegas, Brown was well aware o
Bob Stupak’s reputation.
He approached the floorman, wh
explained that the game had only bee
open a few days. Most players, a supers
tious lot, were spooked by it.
Brown’s hesitancy was based on math, n
mysticism; he was well aware of the
impact of the even-money payoffs on na
urals. The lone player at the table, h
began playing $25 a hand. As the dec
diminished, and the situation warranted
he bumped his bets up to $100.
“That doesn’t seem like a lot of money
today, but back then playing $100 a han
was serious money,” Brown recalled. “As 
card counter, you always want to get dee
in the deck. That’s where you get you
advantage. The impression I had of Stupa
was that he often did this kind of gim
micky stuff to attract customers. Jumpin
into a game where you’re right off the ba
losing 2.3 percent, you’ve got to make 
up somewhere.”
So he counted down the deck until he wa
certain of the make-up of the final cards
then spread his wagers to the maximu
allowed-and began to win.

“The next thing I know, I look over and
Bob is sitting right next to me,” Brown
said. “He said, ‘Hi, I’m Bob Stupak.’

“We shook hands. He had the softe
hands I’ve ever felt, like he’d never done 
day’s work in his life.”

Stupak was intrigued by the counter, wh
had begun piling up chips.

“He sat there with me all day. He left the
table occasionally to go to his office o
take a phone call, but he came back a
watched me play. He was just fascinate
by the game.”

After Brown had accumulated approxi
mately $3,000, Stupak’s curiosity turne
Intelligent Gambler 4
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to playful inquiry. It wasn’t the money that
bothered him; it was the mechanics of th
game he was attempting to straighten ou

“Do you think you can beat this game?
Stupak asked.

“I’m not sure, Bob,” Brown answered.
“But I think so.”

“He was trying to find out how good I was
but more than that he was trying to find ou
about the game. Because of all the conve
sation and interest, I assumed I was th
first good player to come in and try it. It’s
unusual for a casino owner to come dow
and sit for that length of time with a player
He was really very cordial, not intimidat-
ing at all.”

He also implored Brown to return the nex
day. When Brown returned, he jumpe
back in and gradually lost more tha
$2,000 back to the house. He walked wit
$800, and Stupak eventually reduced th
betting spread to a 3-to-1 ratio.

John L. Smith is the lead columnist fo
Nevada’s largest newspaper, the Las Vegas
Review Journal. He is also the author of
Running Scared, the unauthorized biogra-
phy of Steve Wynn.

Is It Legal to Think in Casinos?
Arnold Snyder

If you’re the type of person who lets the
word out among your friends and acquain
tances that you are a serious blackja
player—one of those notorious “card
counters”—you may have noticed tha
quite a number of people, upon discove
ing this character flaw of yours, will cock
their heads and say, with a disapprovin
grimace, “Oh... Is that legal?”

In the twenty years that I’ve been a car
counter—writing about the game for sev
enteen of them—I have been asked th
question at least a hundred times. It st
flusters me.

My immediate response, which is alway
something on the line of, “Of course, it’s
legal! Card counting is just thinking while
you’re playing. How can it be illegal to
think?” is usually met with something on
the line of, “Oh... The casinos let you d
that?”

This always steams me, the suggestio
that I must first get “permission” from the
casinos to think while I play. But I usually
stammer something like, “Well, if they
know you’re counting the cards while you
play, they’ll throw you out... But it’s not
illegal to count cards.”
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“I see...” they say, obviously not seeing
anything.

With most people, this is the end of th
conversation. A handful of intrepid souls
will want to probe deeper into this curiou
avocation of mine, and I’ll find myself
knowledgeably discussing the innkeeper
right to refuse service to anyone. I’l
expound on how the trespassing laws a
utilized in Nevada to eliminate card
counters from the blackjack tables, a
opposed to New Jersey—where innkee
ers’ rights don’t extend to the blackjack
tables, so that the Atlantic City casino
routinely have card counters arrested fo
“creating disturbances,” so that the loca
trespassing laws may be applied.

From here, the conversation inevitabl
turns to the extraordinary surveillanc
methods the casinos typically use to ide
tify players as card counters, and th
extraordinary methods card counter
resort to in order to hide their identities
and their level of skill, from the casinos.

Recently, an hour or so into such a conve
sation, the woman I was talking with said
in an exasperated voice, “Why didn’t you
just admit it in the first place: card count
ing is illegal!”

“It’s not illegal,” I insisted. “This is Amer-
ica! They can’t make it illegal to think!”

“Who are you kidding?” she asked in al
seriousness. “You admit that you have t
hide it from the casinos, and that once the
know you can do it, they put your picture
in a ‘mug book’ that gets circulated to th
other casinos, so that you have to wear
disguise and get fake I.D. if you want to
keep playing. But, if they see through you
disguise, they can have you arrested f
trespassing. So, obviously, the police a
on the casinos’ side, as are the courts. A
you’re saying it’s not illegal? You’re like a
cat burglar trying to convince someone it’
not illegal to break-and-enter, provided
you don’t get caught.”

“It’s not the same thing at all!” I protested
“A burglar is stealing someone’s property
A card counter is following all the rules o
the game, as set by the casino, just like a
other player at the table. He’s not stealin
anything.”

She thought about this for a moment, the
said. “Obviously, there’s one rule you’re
breaking.”
“What’s that?” I asked.
“You’re not allowed to think while you
play,” she said matter-of-factly.
Unfortunately, matter-of-factly, she’s right
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Arnold Snyder publishes Blackjack Forum
magazine, a quarterly journal for profes
sional gamblers. He has recently founde
the “Counter Surveillance Network” to
fight the underhanded and illegal casin
surveillance techniques. See the Blackjack
Forum website at www.rge21.com for
more information.

Six Keys to Becoming a Better 
Poker Player
Lou Krieger
Do you want to become a better poke
player? Read on. Here are six things yo
can take to heart.

Know Your Numbers: If you don’t learn,
understand, and use poker’s mathematic
parameters, you can’t expect to win muc
in the long run. If you flop a four flush in
hold’em, and don’t know what your
chances are of making a flush, how wi
you ever know whether calling, raising, o
folding is a play with a positive expecta
tion? Playing with positive expectations i
the essence of winning poker, and it’s n
more complicated than recognizing situa
tions that would show a profit if the sam
scenario could be rerun time and again. 

Since poker has a large element of sho
term luck, it doesn’t matter whether an
single effort is successful. What does ma
ter is knowing when a positive expectatio
is associated with a given play, then ma
ing it. Imagine you’re faced with a $20 cal
into a $100 pot, but the odds against ma
ing your hand are only 3:1. That’s a pos
tive expectation. Repeated 100 time
you’d expect to lose $20 on 75 of thos
occasions, for a loss of $1500, but on 2
occasions, you’ll win $100, for a total of
$2500. Your net win of $1000 ($2500 
$1500) is what’s important—not whethe
you won or lost on any particular hand
Divide your $1000 win by the 100 times
this situation occurred, and you’ll see tha
in the long run, each correct decision wa
worth $10 to you.

Want to learn more about poker mathe
matics? Read my three-part series in Card
Player, Volume 10, Numbers 2, 3, and 4
or Mike Petriv’s Hold’em’s Odds Book;
David Sklansky’s Getting the Best of It; or
Mason Malmuth’s Gambling Theory and
Other Topics.

Know Your Opponents: How many times
have you made a strategic move that
doomed to fail because you chose th
wrong opponent? Have you ever tried t
run a bluff against a veritable calling sta
tion? We all know it won’t work, but far
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too often we do it in spite of our bette
judgment.

If mathematics was the only skill required
for winning, the best players would all be
mathematicians—and they’re not. Know
ing your opponents is also critical
Observe their actions at the table. Analyz
their decisions and the choices they mak
Are they in every hand? Do they raise wit
hands that don’t warrant it? Are they rock
tight? It’s easy to get a read on most pla
ers within a half hour. The best time to d
this is when you’re not in a hand. If you
find yourself waiting for a game, observ
your opponents-to-be, so you can adju
and temper your game strategies to the
play before sitting down at the table.

Keep Your Ego Out of the Game: Never,
never let your ego dominate your play
Someone put a bad-beat on you? So wh
It’s anything but personal, even if he
looked you right in the eye and laughe
like a loon while he gathered in your chips
The minute you decide to “…get him,”
you’re sure to miss other opportunities an
squander some chips chasing him down.
the old adage, “Living well is the bes
revenge” holds water, then playing well—
and walking away with a few racks o
chips is a giant step in that direction.

Keep Records—Even When It Hurts: If
you don’t keep records how will you know
if you’re winning or losing in the long run?
Every player who fails to keep record
deceives himself. When asked, most pla
ers say they’re life-long winners. But we
both know that’s not true. Ask players
about their records. If they don’t assidu
ously record wins and losses, they’re se
ing only what they want to—and it’s not a
true picture.

While few things are more painful than
recording a big loss in your notebook
records are critical, since the human min
is blessed with an endless capacity fo
self-deception.

Choose the Best Game: Much as we’d like
to believe otherwise, the truth is this: Mos
of our winnings come from opponents
stupidity, not the excellence of our play
Choose the game with the weakest opp
nents. A game full of weak players who
call too often but are reluctant to raise wit
strong hands will do fine. After all, if you
can’t beat players who call too much, wh
can you beat? 

Commit to Excellence: Want to be a great
poker player? Commit to greatness
Declare your excellence tonight, startin
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with the next hand you play. Visualize
yourself as the greatest poker player eve
and act accordingly. It does not take lon
to make changes. It takes forever to mai
tain change, but changes of the most dr
matic, fundamental and far-reaching sort
can be had instantly and made today. 

You can reach excellence in a heartbea
and you can do it today. If you want to b
a winning, excellent player, go ahead an
do it. It takes no time at all to achieve
change, but it will take forever to maintain
it. It’s that simple. Really.

Lou Krieger is the author of Hold’em
Excellence and a regular columnist for
Card Player. This is his first appearance in
the Intelligent Gambler.

House Quinellas
David Sklansky and Mason Malmuth
The following excerpt is from the new
book Gambling for a Living by David
Sklansky and Mason Malmuth, ©1997
Two Plus Two Publishing.
Many of the race books in Nevada, eve
those that are parimutuel in general, wi
offer some bets that they book themselve
One of these is known as the quinella be
It is simply a bet that a particular two
horses will finish first and second in a rac
but their order of finish relative to each
other does not matter.

There are a few tracks that offer this be
themselves on a parimutuel basis, but mo
don’t. If a particular race does include 
parimutuel quinella there is usually no
house quinella offered. (The reason we s
usually is that there is one race book th
we know of that will give you the higher of
the two payoffs if there was in fact a trac
quinella. Needless to say, this is a ver
nice deal. If you are betting quinellas an
you know of a race book that offers thi
option you should certainly be doing you
quinella betting there.) Parimutuel quinel
las can be a good bet if you are a goo
handicapper or see a discrepancy in t
quinella pool. But when there are hous
quinellas offered you can occasionall
find truly great bets.

To see how this occurs you must unde
stand the way that house quinellas are c
culated in Nevada. What the books do 
take the win price of the winner, multiply
it times the place price of the second plac
horse and divide by 2. This is the quinell
payoff for a $2 bet.

Here’s an example. Suppose the horse th
finishes first pays $5.60 to win and th
horse that comes in second pays $3.00
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place. Then the house quinella will pa
$8.40.

In general, this method of calculation wil
result in a payoff that gives the house 
nice advantage. However, there is a situ
tion where house quinellas can be high
advantageous to the player. To show yo
why we will look at an extreme case
Imagine that there are two horses in a te
horse race that are almost dead equal b
are far, far above the rest of the horses 
the race. (A good example was Sunda
Silence and Easy Goer. An even bett
example was Affirmed and Alydar.) In this
case, a win bet on either of these tw
horses would pay about even money 
less. You might find them both 4-to-5
Because of the almost certainty of them
coming in first and second, the winning
horse will pay about $3.60 and the plac
price of the second horse could be as litt
as $2.10. This will produce a hous
quinella of $3.80. But the quinella truly
should pay only about $2.20 because the
are no other horses that can compete w
either of these horses in this race. 

So in this situation you are getting approx
imately even money on something tha
could be as much as a 1-to-10 favorit
However, for the quinella bet to have 
nice edge the situation doesn’t have to b
this extreme. The general rule is that 
there are two horses that are quite a bit b
ter than the third horse and approximate
equal to each other, the house quinella “
they will accept it” is advantageous, an
you need to know almost nothing abou
the horses except their odds.

It would be helpful if you were a handi-
capper and were able to see that this is
fact a race where these two horses dese
their odds. But even if you don’t have an
handicapping skills and you just automa
ically bet every quinella where both horse
were 8-to-5 or less you will have an edge
In addition, if there is a race where ther
are three horses at 5-to-2 or less and y
bet all three combinations that are avai
able, you will have a small edge. (We wil
leave the math to those readers who are
inclined.)

Now if you are a handicapper, you ca
extend the envelope. It might be possib
to find a few more good quinella bets tha
take advantage of this syndrome as long 
you bet two horses that are relatively sho
prices. However, once the odds of th
horses go significantly higher than 8-to-5
it is no longer an automatic bet. When yo
like two horses you may be better off be
Intelligent Gambler 6
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ting an exacta in both directions. When th
horses odds get above what we recom
mend, house quinellas are not usual
worth messing with. 

(One exception occurs where you see
horse significantly underbet in the plac
pool. It may work out that the best way to
take advantage of this is by betting it wit
other horses in a house quinella rather th
by simply betting it to place. This is espe
cially true if your place bet would be a
large one at a parimutuel book. Plac
prices are discussed in the next section.

Is It Worth It to Play Perfectly?
Bob Dancer
You have the charts in this book which wil
allow you to play standard Deuces Wild a
virtually a 100% level. Most of the items
in the charts will stick in your memory if
you are a regular player, but there are som
charts that only a masochist would memo
rize. Dedicated players might bring th
charts with them. Is it worth it to use
them?

Let’s assume that you are playing $1.0
Deuces Wild at the Fiesta. Playing thi
game at 600 hands per hour is worth abo
$20.00 during that hour. That is worth 
little more than 30¢ per minute.

Let’s say you are dealt K♠ Q♠ 9♦ 7♣ 8♣.
The general rule (which you will have
memorized if you play much at all) is to
pitch all five cards because of the 9 penal
card. But you know there are some exce
tions, and can’t remember if this is one o
them.

If a chart is handy, and you are general
familiar with it, it might take you 15 sec-
onds to look up how to play a particula
hand. That “lookup” has cost you 8¢ in
lost revenue. The chart will indeed tell yo
to hold KQ on this hand. Holding KQ
instead of pitching all five cards is worth
about half a cent.

“Wasting” 8¢ to make a play which gains
you half-a-cent clearly does not make ec
nomic sense. And much of the time you
lookup will cost the same 8¢ but will resul
the same play you would have made an
way.

But this isn’t an entire waste. The informa
tion gained from many of these lookup
will remain with you. You will find your-
self memorizing these hands. Then yo
will gain your half-cents without having to
go through the looking up process.

For those players who play deuces eve
day, if their memory is good they will have
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even these complicated charts dow
quickly. For players like this, it makes a lo
of sense to go through this learning curv
Spend some 8¢ lookups today for a nic
return of many more half-cents down th
road.

For occasional deuces players, forg
these fine points. The memory-proces
will take much longer because you wil
forget between lookups, and you don
play enough to cash in on the points yo
did remember. 

The Not-So-Fine Points
Looking up the “obscure” points might be
optional, but knowing the strategy on th
main page shouldn’t be. Take 2 A♣ K♣
3❤ 4❤. It is over 5¢ better just play the 2
even though all other authors recommen
2AK. This is part of the core knowledge
you should know, and it is expensive not t
do so. 

What if you don’t want to work that hard?
What if you want to play at a profitable
level, but $12 an hour is okay, so wh
work any harder than you have to? I can
fault that feeling, if that is what you
believe. Obviously, it’s your money, time
and energy, so you decide what your prio
ities are. For me personally, if I can earn a
extra few dollars by concentrating, I’ll
concentrate.

Concentrating Takes Time
I am implying that once you learn the cor
rect strategy, you will be able to recall i
almost instantly. That isn’t true, at leas
not for most people.

Even if you aren’t looking up the correc
play on a chart, you are still doing a ment
lookup. The more complicated strateg
you are trying to master, the more thing
you have to consider, and the slower yo
will play.

I have a friend who plays who believe
that he can play 800 hands an hour at abo
the 100.6% level. He believes that if h
slows down to play at the 100.7% level, h
will only get 700 hands per hour. And to
get 100.75%, he might only get 600 hand
per hour. He argues that playing the fir
way gains him $24 an hour (.6% edge x $
per hand x 800 hands per hour), playin
the second way gains him $24.50 (.7% 
$5 x 700), and playing the third way gain
him $22.50 an hour (.75% x $5 x 600).

These numbers are very close, especia
since his accuracy and hands per hour a
pretty rough estimates anyway. He’s hap
pier playing faster and less accuratel
Playing very fast is more fun for him than
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is concentrating. I would rather play
slower and more accurately. I know tha
my speed will increase as I get better. As
get faster, my profit will increase.

Perfect Play on Progressives 
The previous examples assume that t
machines will be there all day. The $20
per hour opportunity will be around
tomorrow too (we hope). But for many
progressives this is patently untrue.

A progressive might be worth $30+ an
hour right now, at 600 hands per hour, b
every machine is being pounded. Here 
we look up several hands, our total numb
of hands will be reduced. On progressive
instead of 800 hands per hour, we mig
have 1000 hands period. If we reduce o
speed to 400 hands per hour, we would 
giving up 500 total hands because as so
as the progressive is hit, school’s ou
Everybody packs up and goes elsewhere

Using the above numbers, each hand w
play is worth 5¢ ($30 per hour divided by
600 hands). Losing 500 hands will cost u
$25 in expected value. Playing approx
mately will cost us much less.

Many good players briefly glance at 
chart before the start of a progressive pla
They generally know many of the break
points at the current meter level. And the
they put the chart aside and play like he
After a few hours if the royal hasn’t been
hit and the meter has risen appreciably,
makes sense to look at the chart again f
a minute or two at the new level. But onc
they’ve looked again, the chart goes dow
and the speed goes up again.

Every pro has his own rough measure 
how much speed is worth on a progressiv
A successful one I know uses a rule o
thumb of 15%. He feels that if the error
made from fast play cost him 15% or les
of the maximum possible, he is doing a
right. If he estimates that he is makin
more mistakes than that (because he 
unfamiliar with playing progressives on
this particular type of game), then he’l
slow down and look up enough hands un
his accuracy improves. He has playe
enough progressives that he has mem
rized quite a few breakpoint numbers fo
every game. He plays very fast withou
looking at charts, and does quite well. 

Bob Dancer is a video poker pro who give
regular seminars at the Fiesta in Las
Vegas. Portions of his forthcoming Video
Poker for Winners are available in booklet
form. He frequently writes for the Las
Vegas Advisor.
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Camouflage Blackjack
Abdul Jalib M’hall
The most important part of winning black
jack, especially for high stakes is camou
flage to protect you from sky critters. Sky
critters are a problem, but they are a pro
lem that can be addressed, rather than ru
ning away and labelling the problem
unsolvable.

To be alert to danger from sky critters, yo
should keep you heat antennae tuned 
heat on the ground. Ringing phones
scowling pit critters, attention, or a spook
absence of pit critters are all early warnin
signs. They are also business as usu
when nothing is wrong, and tuning you
heat antennae is just something you ha
to do with experience. Don’t be too para
noid, nor too careless.

Some casinos are slick enough to bar fro
the sky, without the ground critters eve
having a clue anything is wrong. You
therefore should assume the sky is always
watching, and you should take steps 
deceive the sky critters. All the nice gu
stuff I discussed in my last article doesn
protect you from sky critters, who can’
usually hear a word you say (though if th
shift manager is your friend, you are prob
ably safe.) So this article will be differen
than the prior ones.

Step one: visual camouflage.
Dress the part. Look at what people wh
are betting the same amount as you a
wearing and mimic them. For black
action, you may be surprised to find th
clothes high rollers wear are often not a
that nice. They often wear work-out suits
but note that they are designer work-out
suits. Also note that despite the work-ou
suit, they are wearing an expensive watc
and expensive jewelry—these are impo
tant accessories for counters. There a
many things to wear instead of a work-ou
suit—maybe a really expensive white
shirt, slacks, sports jacket, and reall
expensive shoes. Or even simply a
expensive designer t-shirt, jeans, an
expensive shoes. Whatever you wear, t
watch and jewelry is a must, and it must b
the real thing, solid gold.

Once a young white male came to m
table betting black but wearing a chea
Timex. I had him nailed as a counte
before he so much as placed a bet, and 
bets quickly confirmed my suspicions. 
tortured the little nerd mercilessly by quiz
zing him on his profession, making him
uncomfortable and unable to keep coun
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He left, which was my goal, since playing
with another counter at the table is a goo
way to get barred.

The most important fashion accessory o
all is a Hot Babe™. Counters are stere
typically alone. Break the stereotype, hav
a babe. As much as you might like girl
with great legs, pretty faces, and nic
butts, the sky will see none of that clearly
As Bryce Carlson suggests in Blackjack
for Blood, apparently, a girl with boda-
cious ta-tas is what will keep the sky crit
ters entertained. They won’t want to ba
you—that would mean the girl goes too. I
she is really incredible, they won’t even b
able to concentrate enough to count th
deck down on you.

I apologize profusely for the American
females reading this, who may b
offended. My only excuse is that I wa
recently gone from America for a long
time and that I am a creature of logic. It i
profitable to have a well-endowed woma
at your side, so why not do it? It is valid
advice for women counters as well, a
women look strange alone, even strang
if with a man who is not betting as much
as she; women travel in packs, so do it 
look normal.

And any woman is better than no woman
at all by your side.

Step two: strategy camouflage
Proper insurance, 16 vs. 10, soft 18 vers
9/10/A, and surrender strategy is what cri
ters look for to identify potential counters
Here are some things you can do, whic
will cost you money, but which may keep
you from being barred:

• do not insure stiffs, unless the count 
very high

• take even money on blackjack vs. ac
unless the count is very low

• never split tens
• misplay soft 18 vs. A by standing when

not too expensive, and always hide so
18 hands if playing face down; stan
soft 18 vs. 9/10 only if experiencing
critical heat

• stand 16 vs. 10, except when it cos
too much to do so

• put out a very small bet and do some
thing that looks really dumb, like split-
ting 3’s versus 10 (preferably with no
peeking, and lose only one bet t
dealer natural.)

You can also do some things that mak
you money and provide cover:

extreme count stands and surrenders, e
16 vs. 7, look dumb even though they a
correct
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• extreme count doubles (or nondou
bles) can look dumb while being cor
rect

• hitting two aces in very negative
counts can look dumb while being cor
rect

• if you play two hands, you have two
excuses to take insurance

Step three: betting camouflage
This is by far the most difficult subject
and also the one I’m least willing to write
about, so just realize that you have to thin
carefully about this, because I’m not goin
to be willing or able to tell you everything
you need to know.

There are a number of heuristics for be
ting limitations:

• never more than double your be
except as a parlay

• try not to increase to a max bet after 
loss, unless mock-steaming

• try not to decrease your bet after a wi
• try not to plunge your bet, but occa

sional quartering after a loss can b
okay

Mix your colors, so that when you
increase your bet, the size of your chi
stack decreases, and vice versa. Sky c
ters look only at the size of the chip stack
Do not bet big towers of chips no matte
what the count. Keep the stacks to 5 chip
or less.

By far the most important concept is th
“casino critters can only count one round
concept. Therefore, do not move your b
in the direction the running count went las
round; move it opposite if not too costly
Yet, try to keep your bets consistent wit
the true count. This is especially importan
when there was just a huge change in t
running count. Here is an example for sin
gle deck:

In this case, none of the four bettin
changes were consistent with the runnin
count change, and three of them we
against, and yet overall the betting is stil
pretty consistent with the true count. I
would probably be okay to leave the 
units the same on the second round, by t
way, unless experiencing severe heat.

Note the 2 unit bet off the top; it’s good to
mix up the initial bet.

Round Running True Bet

1 0 0 2

2 6 6.4 1

3 3 3.5 2

4 1 2.0 4

5 6 13.0 4
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Use a count other than high-low, becaus
the critters use high-low almost exclu
sively. Use a big bankroll and pound som
of the marginal count situations, wher
your count says you have only a sma
advantage—because the critters’ high-lo
may be negative at this point!

As for appropriate betting spreads, a ve
very weak 1-4 or a not so weak 1-3 sprea
is okay on single deck, whereas a weak 
6 or not so weak 1-5 is okay on doubl
deck. These spreads will usually be tole
ated, if done appropriately, and the profi
per hour is nontrivial. 

The timing of your bets is also important
Suppose the count is -52, you have buste
and the dealer still has a couple of play
hands to turn over. What the hell are yo
waiting for? What cards could you see tha
would possibly impact your bet? Get tha
minimum bet out. You can do the same fo
big bets in max counts. You can infer th
hole cards of players in order to get thos
bets out before you see their cards. If yo
bet turns out to be a little wrong by the
time you see all the cards, well, so be i
you can afford quite a bit of deviations
from the optimal bets when playing singl
and double deck. Just get those big be
out in big counts and you’ll be fine.

Step four: obey the limits.
Don’t normally play for more than half an
hour, so prevent sky critters getting a loc
on your play. Don’t win too much in one
session, shift, or trip at the same casin
Don’t do too many suspicious things
before packing your bags—for example, 
you have bet big into two good decks, h
soft 18 vs. 10, and insured a stiff, well, yo
have already more than worn out you
welcome for that session.

Summary
You must assume the sky is always watc
ing and never listening. Dress the par
have a girl with you, and make some play
ing and strategy sacrifices, and you’ll b
well on your way to getting away with it,
only rarely experiencing countermeasure
or getting barred.

I am just a simple nomadic shepard, so a
this advice must be taken with a big grai
of salt. 

Abdul Jalib M’Hall is a professional gam-
bler who currently is based in the Los
Angeles area. Abdul regularly contribute
to The Intelligent Gambler.
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